
 

          FIRMWARE RELEASE NOTES 

          ====================== 

 

Products affected: AXIS M3004 Network Camera 

 

Release date:      2015-03-25 

 

Release type:      Production 

 

Firmware version:  5.50.5.2 

 

File name:         M3004_5_50_5_2.bin 

 

Preceding release: 5.50.5.1 

 

AMC version:       6.3.12.7-1 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

----- 

UPGRADE INSTRUCTIONS 

==================== 

 

The firmware can be upgraded using Axis Camera Management, HTTP or FTP. 

Please follow the instructions from the user's manual, the web page at 

http://www.axis.com/techsup/cam_servers/how_to_upgrade.htm or the file 

named 

howtoupgrade.txt. 

 

 

Improvements since release 5.50.5.1 

=================================== 

 

5.50.5.2:I01 Solved HTTPS tunneling issues. 

 

5.50.5.2:I02 OpenSSL updated to version 0.9.8za. 

 

5.50.5.2:I03 SSLv2 and SSLv3 disabled by default. 

 

5.50.5.2:I04 Improved AxisNS stability. 

 

5.50.5.2:I05 Solved ONVIF stability issues and memory leaks. 

 

5.50.5.2:I06 Moved Moscow to GMT+3. 

 

5.50.5.2:I07 Added gdbserver to simplify ACAP development. 

 

5.50.5.2:I08 Identity Association now present in DHCPv6 SOLICIT messages. 

 

5.50.5.2:I09 Stability fixes for VMD 2.1. 

 

5.50.5.2:I10 Limit on simultaneous ACAPs changed from 1 to 20. 

 

5.50.5.2:I11 E-mail aliasing is now possible. 



 

5.50.5.2:I12 Improved modifiers' behaviour with SMTP and FTP. 

 

5.50.5.2:I13 Time zone information sent in e-mail headers. 

 

5.50.5.2:I14 Creating e-mail recipients is now possible in Safari. 

 

5.50.5.2:I15 HTTP recipient URL not converted to lower case anymore. 

 

5.50.5.2:I16 Improved event recovery (sending notifications) with network 

disruption. 

 

5.50.5.2:I17 The "Hold current" option in white balance now works after 

reboot. 

 

 

Known Bugs/Limitations 

====================== 

 

5.50.5.2:L01 

To be able to use all parts of the image in a View Area use the 4:3 

Aspect Ratio 

for the View Area. 

 

5.50.5.2:L02 

Recording streams to SD Card with a total bit rate above 12Mbit/sec may 

cause 

missing frames/sequences. 

 

5.50.5.2:L03 

90 and 270 rotation can cause a drop in frame rate. 

 

5.50.5.2:L04 

To avoid corrupt recordings, it is recommended to unmount the SD Card 

before 

ejecting it. 

 

5.50.5.2:L05 

Private keys need to be in a PKCS#1 format in order to function when 

installing 

Certificates. 

 

5.50.5.2:L06 

Using control queue with Java Applet may result in wrong queue positions 

if 

switching between admin and viewer users. 

 

5.50.5.2:L07 

The ipv6.class field will have the same value in all IPv6 packages. The 

class 

field value depends on the value of the DSCP setting. 

 

5.50.5.2:L08 



Time modifiers used in the field "Create folder" is only used upon 

activation of 

the rule, hence no new folders are created with the current time during 

an 

active rule. 

 

To have new folders created with time modifiers you should add them in 

the 

"Base filename". 

 

5.50.5.2:L09 

Custom Exposure windows is not visible in Chrome and Firefox. Please use 

Internet Explorer. 

 

5.50.5.2:L10 

Longer connection disruptions towards the Network storage during playback 

of a 

recording from the Network storage may affect the possibilities to setup 

new 

video streaming also some time after reconnection. 

Ongoing live streaming will not be affected. 

 

5.50.5.2:L11 

To be able to seek in exported mkv recordings you need to use 

AXIS Matroska File Splitter, see axis.com. Files are playable both with 

and 

without AXIS Matroska File Splitter. 

 

5.50.5.2:L12 

SNMP OID that have been set are not kept after reboot. 

 

5.50.5.2:L13 

Once "Custom" Exposure Windows is chosen within the Java Exposure applet 

the 

browser login window keeps asking for credentials until you use root as 

login 

credentials. 

 

5.50.5.2:L14 

A combination of a high bandwidth continuous recording and a lot of small 

recordings can result in disc full. The automatic clean up will stop at 

the 

point and the user have to manually remove recordings. 

 

5.50.5.2:L15 

Number of different configured video streams is limited by hardware. 

 

5.50.5.2:L16 

I/O triggers need to be at least one second long for the device to accept 

the 

trigger. The minimum signal detection value can be changed in Plain 

Config for 

legacy support. 

 



5.50.5.2:L17 

When using a rotated overlay (90 or 270 degrees) and a large overlay text 

size 

simultaneously, the maximum allowed size of an overlay image is reduced 

to 

about 12 kB. 

 

5.50.5.2:L18 

The recordings database is not backwards compatible. A reformat of the 

SD-card 

is needed when installing older firmware. A reformat is also recommended 

when 

moving a SD-card from one camera to another. 

 

 

Supported AXIS VAPIX API Image Resolutions for AXIS M3004 

========================================================= 

 

Resolution  Exceptions 

==========  ========== 

1280x800 

1280x720 

1024x640 

800x600 

640x480 

640x400 

640x360 

480x360 

352x240 

320x240 

 

1440x900    1) 

1024x768    1) 

768x576     1) 

704x576     1) 

704x480     1) 

384x288     1) 

352x288     1) 

 

1) Not visible in web user interface 


